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Abstract 
This paper develops the theoretical framework of the Grosmann&Helpman (1995) 

international political economy model of trade negotiations departing from the European 

Union’s expertise with the Enlargement Negotiations. I account for the influence of the 

market size building upon the European experience following the application of the 

Common Agricultural Policy. The trade policy choice is directly influenced by the 

market size through the choice of quotas as mean of gaining market access. Finally, the 

primate of the political interests over the economics is explored in relation to the 

desirability of the Regional Trade Agreements and the lessons learned for the ongoing 

WTO international trade negotiations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The world landscape of regional free trade agreements is currently dominated by 

three blocks that can be represented as nodal points for most of the new initiatives of 

regional trade cooperation. NAFTA, EU and ASEAN are the promoters of the regional 

integration under the WTO auspices. While acknowledging the importance of 

multilateralism within the current debates, when a regional block such as EU becomes a 

member of an international organization, the bilateral negotiations regain their research 

actuality in the light of the transformations given by the asymmetry in the power of 

negotiation or the market asymmetry, to name only two. Under the impact of few 

unsuccessful initiatives of liberalizing the agricultural trade during the GATT/WTO 

rounds of negotiation, it is once again surprising the European Union’s success in 

voluntarily liberalizing its trade relations with the Center East European Countries 

(CEEC) in the presence of important negotiating asymmetries or even macroeconomic 

disequilibria that would have been expected to hinder an agreement in trade negotiations. 

How it was possible to liberalize the CEEC-EU agricultural trade while the world’s trade 

liberalization is still lagging behind?  

One possible explanation for the success of the Association Agreements is the 

political nature of the accession negotiations. The enlargement negotiations used to be 

seen as the result of the political will of the candidate countries and against the economic 

interests of the Union. EU has been also long time confronted with internal disequilibria 

as production surpluses resulting from the application of the Common Agricultural 

Policy. The well known metaphor “lakes of milk and wine” defines the European Union’s 

milk and wine markets. There have been also initiatives of reform as the ‘2000 Agenda’ 

whose purpose was to eliminate few of the elements of distortion.  At the same time, 

some of the new EU members are included in the international statistics as the most 

important producers of the products that EU has already in excess. Romania and Hungary 

are on the 10
th

 respectively 11
th

 place as the biggest wine producers in the world. But a 

negotiation consensus has been reach to liberalize their wine market. Starting as of 2004 

EU has eliminated its production based trade quotas. Since practically the market access 

is negotiated based on the market potential, it is to be noticed the existence of important 
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production potentials on both sides but also the existence of ‘huge’ market asymmetries 

(see below).  
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On one side, EU representatives might have been considered the market potential 

of the candidate countries as adding up upon an existing internal disequilibrium. On the 

other side, the candidate countries could have been argued of a too big difference to 

matter. So that the question is if such market asymmetries have been hindering or 

facilitating the trade negotiations. Given the hypotheses, I study what are the economic 

arguments behind the consensus over the accession trade negotiations as well the roles of 

the political interests. Without loosing of generality, the recent enlargement negotiations 

are one representative example for the study of the bilateral commercial relations 

between a regional block and a small third country in the world. The results of the 

analysis are used to infer the state of affairs of the WTO international trade negotiations. 

This extension is particularly important because the international negotiations lack the 
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Eastern Europe’s geopolitical arguments while the world’s agricultural economic 

interests are significantly divergent. 

From a methodological point of view, I study the impact of the market size and 

the role of the political interests using a two level game of international trade negotiations 

as first introduced by Grossman and Helpman (1995). The governments contemplate the 

effects of cooperation versus non-cooperation when they share important market 

asymmetries that induce potential of conflict in negotiations.  An enlarging market size 

given by the adoption of the new members determines also the need to reassess the 

competition effects of an increasing demand and supply. The impact on the rest of the 

world (ROW) is introduced in the light of the Baldwin’s ‘domino’ effect which states that 

the regional trade integration causes competitive losses for the rest of the world triggering 

new demands for regional integration. Overall, the main purpose of the paper is to study 

if the regional trade integration is an option mutually advantageous and if the rejection of 

an agreement is an economically viable option. More and more actual it is the problem of 

the limits of the regional integration. There is an optimum dimension of the regional 

block that benefits the international trade negotiations. The role of the political forces is 

emphasized.  

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, I frame the paper in the main 

streams of research dealing with the role of regionalism in signing a Preferential Trade 

Agreement (PTA).  In Section 3 I define the theoretical framework as the governmental 

welfare functions, the demand and supply functions, the terms of trade and the payoffs. In 

Sections 4 and 5 I calculate the payoffs of two policy stances and I provide conclusions 

of the impact of the market size and the role of the lobbying groups. In Section 6 I 

introduce the tariffs and the effects on the rest of world. Baldwin’s ‘domino’ effect is 

verified. The last section concludes. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

One of the main concerns in international economics is the effects of the world’s 

division in regional blocks on the welfare and the achievement of the global free trade. 

Panagarya (1999) formally reviews the literature on preferential trade agreements (PTA-
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s) by separately distinguishing two streams of research. One mainly concerned with the 

welfare and external protection consequences of the world split into trading blocks and 

one concerning the “political-economy-theoretic questions” that require explicit modeling 

of the decision making to sign a PTA. It is Winter (1999) who shifts the focus of research 

from the immediate consequences of the regionalism on the economic welfare of the 

integrating partners towards the consequences for the free trade.  This paper sums up the 

traditional analysis of how the welfare changes with the block size endogenzing the 

effects of the trade policy choice in the preference of signing a PTA from a politico-

economic theoretic point of view. In other words, in this paper I study a two ways 

question: Is it the ‘non-regional cooperation’ an alternative to regionalism and does the 

regionalism impede multilateralism? In this approach the effects of regionalism in terms 

of both internal welfare and freer trade can be studied for either regional members or 

non-members. From the different acceptations of the multilateralism I adopt the 

Yarbrough and Yarbrough (1992) definition of the countries that solve their problems in 

an interactive cooperative fashion. 

The expanding regionalism has been extensively studied starting with Krugman’s 

(1991) seminal contribution, involving trading blocks increasing symmetrically or 

asymmetrically as first introduced by Bond and Syropoulous (1996a).  Therefore, size has 

been given a considerable importance and it has determined a full new range of results 

concerning the impact of regionalism on multilateralism. One of the most important 

contributions is Perroni and Whaley’s (1996) study of the small countries motives for 

signing preferential trading agreements as the way to secure access to the larger country 

markets. I study the international game between asymmetric partners looking at the 

motives why a regional block as the larger country would accept to grant market access 

to a small country exports by signing a PTA. The basic framework of the international 

game is the Grossman and Helpman (1995) political economy model of trade policy 

formation where I explore the alternatives of non-cooperation vs. cooperation in a 

regional small country – large country trading setting. In a similar two-country model, 

Bagwell and Steiger (1999, 2002) discuss the terms of trade effects and the role of 

GATT/WTO in offsetting or eliminating the incentive of manipulating them in the own 

advantage. Feenstra (2002) formalizes both Grossman and Helpman and Bagwell and 
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Steiger results for two traded goods. In this paper there is only one good while the 

imports and exports are calculated as in Feenstra (2002). I also accept and include the 

Bernheim and Whinston (1986) results regarding the ‘truthful contribution schedule’ to 

determine the lobbies’ campaign contribution. The trade policy choice is the quotas 

because they are directly related to the size and the market potential.  Cadot, Melo and 

Ollareaga (2000) have a similar approach in studying the harmonization of the external 

quotas for the non-members. Finally, the question of whether such a Regional Trade 

Agreement conflicts with the WTO goal of multilateral tariff reductions is explored on 

the Bhagwati (1993) suggested path of the ‘static impact effect’ on welfare and the 

‘dynamic time path’ which is concerned with the countries’ willingness to enter into a 

multilateral agreement after being a member of a regional one. The results of the 

modeling leads us to sustain both the ‘domino’ effect of Baldwin (1993) and to use of 

Kemp Wan theorem to preserve the terms of trade unchanged.  

 

 3. The model 

 

The basic set up is a 2 ×  2 static game of negotiation for preferential trade 

liberalization using quotas. There are two countries, Home (H) or the small country and 

Foreign (F), the large country or the regional block. Home is exporter of a product that 

Foreign has in excess while they bargain over the signing of a preferential trade 

agreement for that particular industry. In reaching an agreement the governments value 

the payoffs of the deals to decide whether to accept or not the agreement, in particular the 

effects of the deals on the bilateral trade flows ( ) ( ), , ,
H F H F

n n c c
V V V V V =  

and the welfare 

( ) ( ), , ,
H H F

n n c c

FG G G G G =  
 where { },i H F∈ . In  other words, the governments are 

valuing the payoffs of the “coordination versus Prisoner’s Dilemmas” (Fearon, 1998). 

   Cooperate Defect 

Cooperate 

 

Defect 

 

( ) ( ), , ,
H F H F

c c c c
V V G G  ( ) ( ), , ,

H F H F

n c n c
V V G G  

( ) ( ), , ,
H F H

c n c n

FV V G G  ( ) ( ), , ,
H F H F

n n n n
V V G G  
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The win - set size is determined by the industry characteristics: 

- ( )λ , the market size  as representative of the market asymmetry and 

economic disequilibrium; 

- ( , )H Fa a , the political power of lobbying groups in every 

country/region; 

- ( , )
H Fq q , representative for the volume effects of the agreement. 

 

The demand in Home country is ( )H H Hd p A Bp= −  and the supply is 

( )H H H Hy p pα β= + . The Foreign country’s demand and supply are given by 

( ) ( )F F Fd p A Bpλ= − and respectively ( ) ( )F F F Fy p pλ α β= + where 1λ ≥  is a measure 

of the relative market size of the regional block. Home country’s exports in good 1 are 

H H Hq y d= −  while Foreign country’s imports in good 1 are F F Fq d y= − . Domestic 

prices for good 1 are 
1 H

H H

A
p q

B B

α

β β

−
= +

+ +
 and 

respectively
1 1F

F F

A
p q

B B

α

β λ β

−
= −

+ +
. Varying   [1, ]onλ ∞  can be considered the full 

range of market asymmetries that introduce in the modeling the dynamism of the regional 

integration as well as the associated competitive effects. An increasing market size is 

expected to modify the equilibrium of the internal competitive forces, the terms of trade 

between the bargaining partners as well as the rest of the world and finally the political 

interests. Therefore, the governmental representatives face internal political pressure to 

enforce a particular bargaining deal. In the model, the political actors within the regional 

block have a double incentive to lobby for protection. One is to extract rents through 

quotas and the other is to protect their profits by the external competition. Each 

country/region maximizes its own governmental objective function representing the sum 

of the campaign contribution of the industry lobby in the country { },i H F∈ , ( )
i i

C q  

receives a higher weight ( ( 1)Ha + respectively ( 1)Fa + ) in the objective function and the 

national welfare. Country i solves  
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[ ]arg max ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
i

i i i i i i i i i i
q

G C q a CS q R q QR q= + + +  

where ( ) ( )i i i i iR q y p q=  denotes producer profits respectively the monopolist 

revenue within the regional block, CSi denotes the consumer surplus and 

( )*i i i iQR p p q= − denotes the quota rent.  

The trade policy space is the interval ( ) ( ), , ,H

n n c c

F H FQ q q q q =   . Each point in Q is 

a particular combination between the non-cooperative quotas ( ),n n

H Fq q  and the 

cooperative ones ( ),c c

H Fq q . The result of the cooperative negotiation game is the trade 

policy schedule that maximizes a weighted sum of both governmental objective function  

[ ]arg max ( ) ( )c

i F i i i i
q a G q aG q= +  while arg max

i

n

i i
q

q G= . 

 

4. Dyadic trade 

 

At the beginning both countries contemplate the option of imposing their own 

trade preferences that means choosing the volume of trade ( ),H

n n

F
q q  that maximizes their 

welfare independently. Home government exports to the point that maximizes its utility 

function while expanding the volume of trade with Foreign. The Foreign government 

maximizes its utility function while maintaining the internal market equilibrium allowing 

for the optimum volume of imports. Every country solves 

[ ]( ) ( ) ( )
H

H H H H H H H H
q

MaxG R q a CS q R q= + +  respectively 

[ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
F

F H F F H F F F F H F
q

MaxG R q a R q CS q p p q= + + + − . The quota rents are fully 

accrued by the importing country so that the rents are not modelled in the small 

government objective function. By setting the first order partial derivates equal to 0 and 

using Roy identity, the politically optimum quotas are  

1n

H H

H

q y
a

= −   (1) 

( )1 1
( )n F H

F F k k

F

q y B p p
a

β
λ

= − + −         (2) 
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The first result of the modeling is that the politically optimum quota for Home is 

negative. Using the definition of the exports that was set up in the model, 

n

H H H Hq q d y= − = − . Therefore, the trade policy choice that is welfare improving for the 

small country is given by an import quota that protects its exporting industry by the 

Foreign competition. It is straightforward the impact of the importance that Home’s 

government attaches to the lobbies’ campaign contributions. The higher the political 

pressure to maintain the internal producers’ profits, the lower is the import quota that 

Home’s government is willing to negotiate. At limit, as aH→∞ the small country will end 

up in autarchy.  The previous result shows that the non-cooperative stance might be 

highly conflicting leading to a quota war. This depends on whether the Foreign country 

also chooses a tighter import quota while its market size increases. It seems that the 

power of decision for starting a quota war falls on the governmental representatives of the 

regional block. From eq. (2), the Foreign country will choose a level of imports which 

doesn’t depends on the terms of trade with Home as it depends on the changes 

determined by a dynamic process of regional integration, in this case the changes in the 

productions potential and the competition effects on Foreign’s internal prices. Due to 

complications in the expression defining the Foreign imports, I use the consumption, 

production and price functions set up in the model to simulate the values for the 

parameters that give us the sign of the import quota as well as the impact of an increasing 

market size. The parameterization ensures that 
H Fp p<  so that Home will have an 

incentive to export the good and 0iq >  (  and H H F Fy d d y> > ).Throughout the model 

,
H Fa a< so that the political actors within the regional block have more power to 

influence the governments’ decisions as comparing to the political representatives of the 

small country. The Foreign internal political pressure is hold constant ( .Fa ct= ) at high 

values (for a discussion on the levels that the political pressure acquire in simulation see 

Cadot, de Melo, Olarreaga (1990)).  

[Figure 1 here]  

Varying   [1, ]onλ ∞ , the Foreign the import quota is negative. The Foreign 

government also evaluates the effects in terms of welfare:  
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( ) ( )2

1 1 1 1
2 1

F F F F F
G q a q a

B B
λ λ λ β β

β λ β λ
∂ = ∂ − + + + − −  + +

   (3) 

In the equation (3) it is straightforward the negative sign of the terms in the 

brackets. Thus, 0Gλ∂ < , so that the Foreign government might have the incentive to 

trade freely but the lack of interaction in the international trade it is not welfare 

improving. The simulations show us a very small welfare decrease that can be observed 

only thorough a basic fitting equation. 

[Figure 2 here] 

The previous analysis yields the following result: 

 

Proposition 1: For , , , , 0   , ,F H F H F H FA B so that p p d d y yα α β∀ > < < < the non-

cooperative game between two asymmetric countries is characterized by: 

a) 0,  0
H

n n

Fq q≤ >   

b) 0n

F
qλ∂ > , 0FGλ∂ <  

 

As in Johnson (1953) and Syropoulos, Dinopoulos and Kreinin (1995) and 

contrary to Rodriguez (1974) and Towers (1975), I found out that the trade is not 

eliminated if two welfare – maximizing countries choose their trade quotas non-

cooperatively. In other words, as long as the countries choose not to cooperate the 

bilateral trade is not necessarily eliminated but the small country might still choose 

autarchy if the political interests to preserve profits requires so. There is a determinative 

role of the small country’s political pressure.   

 

The previous analysis is a useful simplification that shows how the political and 

economical interests interconnect to shape an international trade agreement. In a more 

and more globalized world it is quite unlikely that countries are going to start negotiation 

from a completely independent basis but the modeling is a very good framework for 

comparison for how far the current world liberalization has gone from non-cooperation as 

well as for assessing the gains of the international cooperation. Above all, it allows for a 

glimpse of apprehension about the recent enlargement of EU. Once with the communist 
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set back in Eastern Europe it was a clear shift in the political ideologies towards 

democracy so that the immediate consequences was an higher openness towards the 

economic global leaders. Another immediate consequence of the political change was a 

boost in trade agreements between Eastern and Western Europe. Finally, the political 

requirement of regional integration has been formalized through the Copenhagen criteria 

namely, ‘the stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human 

rights, and respect for and protection of minorities’. The economic requirements of the 

European integration are not that much a condition as it accommodates the economic 

interests of the bargaining partners. ‘The existence of a functioning market economy as 

well as the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the 

Union’ acknowledges the competitive advantage of the Internal Market and 

accommodates the political will of the candidate countries with the economic 

consequences of the integration.  

 

5. Trade negotiations 

 

Looking back at the different stages of the international trade negotiations, there is 

a marked difference in the arguments for liberalization between the regional players 

irrespective of their size. EU is a strong advocate of liberalization including for some 

very sensitive agricultural sectors. Not surprisingly, for the past years EU has 

continuously increased in market size translating the effects of the regional integration in 

its external commercial policy. On the other side, there are strong opposing players as US 

or India and Brazil. Obviously, we are not dealing with small trading partners but some 

of them are voicing the interests of the small WTO members.  

In the case of EU it has been an internal process of change, first to overcome the 

80’s “eurosclerosis”, then to reform the Common Agricultural Policy or to integrate new 

members. All these events have significantly changed the internal pressure of the 

competitive forces and the terms of trade with the rest of the world. But in a global world 

that is recurrently confronted with food shortages and natural calamities, the small 

countries internal governmental welfare function is not expected to change unless the 

internal political pressure to preserve high profits is changing.  So that the further concern 
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of the paper is to inquire if the regional players have economic arguments to change the 

partner’s political options towards free trade. Balancing the payoffs of the cooperative 

negotiation the governments will be able to decide weather autarky is a policy choice that 

should be accepted. The Nash equilibrium of the negotiation game is the pair of quotas 

that maximizes the joint welfare: 

,

,

, ,
( )

( )

( ) ( )

                                     = ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

H F

H F

F H H F F F H F
q q

F H H F H F H F F H H H F F H F H F
q q

Max a G q q a G q q

Max a C q q a C q q a a W q q a a W q q

 + = 

 + + + 

 

Through the first order conditions, the solution of the maximization problem is: 

1 1 1
( )

1 1

c

H H F H F

H F

q y y
a a

λ
λ α α

λ λ
= − + −

+ +
    (4) 

1 1 1

1 1

c

F H F

H F

q y y
a a

λ

λ λ
= −

+ +
     (5) 

The main question is weather the equilibrium in negotiations is attained at free 

trade or at the autarkic point. In the equations (4) and (5) we can infer the effects of an 

increasing market size of the regional block by studying the effects on prices. Thus, 

making use of ( )
H F

c c

H Fq q λ α α= + − and the market clearing condition that gives us 

( 1) F
H F

A
p p

B B

α λα
λ λ

β β

+
= + − −

+ +
 I found out that

2

1
0F

A
p

B
λ

α

λ β

−
∂ = − <

+
 (6). 

Similarly, 0Hpλ∂ >  (7). The results are widely known in the theory on the integration 

effects. Balwin and Wyploz (2004) showed that the discriminatory trade liberalization in 

tariffs diminishes the higher prices and increases the lowest till an intermediary level. I 

obtained the same effects of the trade liberalization using tariffs by increasing the custom 

union’s market size as for example through regional integration. 

[Figure 3 here] 

Furthermore, the impact of an increasing market size on the protectionist stances 

as well as the desirability of a free trade agreement is appreciated by the influence of an 

increasing market size on the cooperative quotas. Therefore, 
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( ) ( )
2 2

1 1 1 1 1 1
( ) ( )

11 1

c

F H H F F H F

H F H F

q p p p p
a a a a

λ λ λ

λ
α β α β β

λλ λ

 
∂ = + − + + ∂ − ∂ 

++ +  

From (6) and (7),  

0c

F
qλ∂ >       (8) 

0Hqλ∂ >     (9) 

since ( )H F H Fq qλ λ α α∂ = ∂ + − . 

Given the same values of the parameters as it have been chosen for the non-

cooperative game,  

[Figure 4] 

It follows that the best reply to an increase in the volume of exports of the small 

country is an increase in the partner’s exports that means a global expansion of the trade 

exchanges. Increasing asymmetries benefit the international trade allowing for the 

negotiation of an increasing market access by both partners. The results are not anymore 

decisively depending on the influence exerted by the internal political pressure 

suggesting that the international negotiations are primarily a process of harmonization of 

the internal political requirements. The common welfare is improving since 

( ) 2

1c c

F H H F H F H H F F
a G a G a a q a a qλ λ

λ
∂ + = − ∂  is positive. It can be concluded that the 

cooperative game is superior to non-cooperation in terms of trade volume and welfare.  

 

The previous analysis yields: 

Proposition 2: For , , , , 0   , ,H F H F H F H FA B so that p p d d y yα α β∀ > < < <  then 

a) 0 and 0c c

F H
q q< >   

b) 0Hqλ∂ >  and 0c

Fqλ∂ >   

b) 
max

( , )
F

c c
c c H F
H F

H

q q
q qλ

α α

−
=

−
 

 

There is also an optimum dimension of the regional block that is beneficial for the 

international trade negotiations. This result should be seen in relation to the regional 
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market competition effects. The scope of the international negotiations is expected to 

persist as long as the price difference exists. The negotiations will continue till the 

complete integration when prices equalizes in the both countries’ economies. In the case 

of a prices reversal (see Fig. 3) the small country looses its export motivation having an 

incentive to choose non-cooperation again. I don’t study further the 1) Defect-

Cooperation and 2) Cooperation-Defect stages for two main reasons that follow from the 

structure of the paper and the previous results:      1) the small country has an incentive to 

Defect only if the exporting price is lower than the import price which it is not allowed 

for in this paper in order to preserve the small country incentive to export; 2) if the large 

country cares for its welfare improvement it would be always better off to adopt a 

cooperative stance in negotiations.  

 

The previous analysis proves its usefulness from two main points of view that 

reflect not only the mechanism of the enlargement negotiation but also the state of affairs 

of the world trade negotiations: 

a) the role of the political interests in deadlocking the international trade 

negotiations; 

b) the market asymmetries are beneficial for the international trade negotiations 

as long as the small county incentives to export are preserved. 

 The accession negotiations have been indeed politically driven by the collapse of 

communism and the return of the candidate countries to democracy. At the same time, the 

perspective of an increased market access is an additional incentive to accession beside 

the political one. But the enlargement has also increased the Internal Market’s 

competition that further depresses the prices to an intermediary level. By being an 

important player on the world markets this might be expected to carry on effects for the 

trade relationships with the third countries so that the policy options for the non- regional 

members are explored. 
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6. Tariffs and quotas vs. the Rest of the World 

 

The impact of the negotiated Nash equilibrium quotas on the rest of the world 

(ROW) are described within the generally accepted theoretical framework that shows the 

effects of the preferential liberalization using tariffs on the non-members’ terms of trade. 

In this section the tariffs coexist with the quotas as it is most likely to find in practice. 

The governments implement the outcome of the cooperative bargaining by setting a level 

of exports that is determined by the internal political pressure and the market dimension. 

When quotas coexist with the tariffs and the competition effects are present, the 

discussion concerning the impact on the rest of the world terms of trade has to be further 

refined in the light of the Kemp- Van result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) c) 
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prices of the bargaining partners. The Foreign price declines by '

F Fp p−  due to the 

increased competition that the Foreign producer face through the market size 

enlargement. Maintaining the initial tariff, the terms of trade with the rest of the world 

worsen. Similarly, the internal price of the small country increases by '

H H
p p− , while the 

initial protection against of the ROW decreases as a result of the initial price increase.  

If the Home and Foreign bargain further to harmonize their tariffs to the level that 

preserves the initial protection of the Foreign, then the ROW’s border price falls, the 
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terms of trade worsen and the “domino regionalism” theory (Baldwin ,1993 ) must hold. 

If through integration the countries set their import quotas and respectively their exports 

to the Nash equilibrium, by Kemp Van theorem they must be also able to find a tariff that 

preserves the terms of trade with the rest of the world unchanged. In both cases, as long 

as the countries have an incentive to trade the international negotiations should be 

mutually beneficial. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In this article I have taken a simple view of calculating the payoffs of the 

international trade negotiations over quotas in order to decide when the bargaining 

governments might find mutually advantageous to cooperate. The analysis is based on a 

model of governments representatives of two asymmetric countries that maximize their 

payoffs individually and compare them with trade-offs from the cooperative negotiation. 

The model adopts a broad view but it is still possible to evaluate the intra-industry 

competition effects that are given but an expanding market size resulting from expansion 

of the regional integration.  

The governments have an incentive to play cooperatively in the international 

negotiations while eventually free trade might be achieved. Successive iterated choices 

show that free trade is a dominant strategy of the bargaining game using quotas. When 

tariffs are used jointly with quotas the impact of the Nash equilibrium quotas of the 

ROW’s welfare is ambiguous. Extending further the cooperation using tariffs the 

Baldwin’s regionalism theory must hold if the countries chose the previous protection 

while a Kemp Van tariff would mutually benefit all the players involved in trade by 

leaving the ROW’s terms of trade unchanged.  

The model is deliberately simple so that a possible extension would be to use a 

more elaborate model of the market characteristics. Still, the results of the analysis 

suggest that increasing asymmetries in the market size of the international players should 

not be perceived as hindering the global free trade. They eventually benefit the trade as 

long as cooperation is involved.  
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Fig. 1 Impact of the market size increase on the non-cooperative import quota 

70,  0.2,  =60, A=120, B=25, a =110, a 160, =2:50H F H Fα α β λ= = =  

 

 

Fig. 2 Impact of the market size increase on the custom union’s welfare 

 70,  0.2,  =60, A=120, B=25, a =110, a 160, =2:50H F H Fα α β λ= = =  
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Fig. 3 Impact of the market size increase on the domestic prices 

70,  0.2,  =60, A=120, B=25, =2:50H Fα α β λ= =  

 

 

Fig. 4 Impact of the market size increase on the Nash equilibrium quotas 

 70,  0.2,  =60, A=120, B=25, a =110, a 160H F H Fα α β= = = , =2:50λ  
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Fig. 5 Impact of the market size increase on the common welfare 

 70,  0.2,  =60, A=120, B=25, =2:50H Fα α β λ= =  

 

 

 

 


